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Social Committee Meeting – 11-11-2020 

Attendance: SS (Social Chair), SWC (President), MP (VP), EW, EP, AG, SB, 

DM, NG, NE, HR, LH, LJ, CA, SU, IE, MO, EG 

Location: A Zoom Call. MP was about 20 mins late so CA minutes the first half 

of the meeting 

 

Ideas for Events 

SS We are very restricted for any in-person events due to COVID restrictions, we could 

host something for livers-in in the bars, but am hesitant to do so due to potential fallout if 

COVID is spread. Primarily will be online, as are some upcoming Outreach events. What 

could we do that will get better attendence than an average zoom quiz? Let’s plan something 

every week. 

 

Bingo Night – Sunday 15th November 

SS We tried this in Freshers’ Week, it’s a lot less fun than in-person, but might be 

successful.  

EG People I frepped really enjoyed it, prizes could give a good incentive. Household 

activities are less scary than individual activities. 

CA During frepping some freshers didn't enjoy the bingo as they sat far away from the 

screen so that all 18 people could see, but then couldn't actually see properly. Maybe we 

should recommend that people use multiple screens/laptops, but with all but one muted. 

SS Make sure to get rhymes ready in advance. Hard to say exactly how many people will 

be keen.  

SWC As long as you don’t handle the cards loads, we should be able to drop them off health 

& safety-wise.  

SS Order one set of cards for now, we can order more if we have higher demand. 

 LH & EG to prepare and host, LJ to sort bingo cards and distribute. 

 

 

LH’s Lip-Sync Event – Wednesday 18th November 

SS This is quite a creative, designed for online event – how could we get this off the 

ground? There could be a budget for the prize. Think outside the box for this. 

 LH & EP to organise and host 
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Xmas Pub quiz 

SS Quite self explanitory. Try to have a varied set of topics/rounds. 

 SB & DE volunteer to organise this. 

 

Online Formal – Friday 27th December 

SS Elizabeth is keen for an online Christmas Formal, including singing the 12 days of 

Christmas and her reading a poem. People can have food delivered and decide themselves if 

they want to take part in the online event. Other colleges have organised wine delivery 

services, I think we should hold off on that. 

CA We could potentially organise some sort of Dessert delivery. 

SWC Outreach could potentially want to get involved with this. 

NG Could we talk to places about doing a takeaway deal, perhaps get a discount, I know a 

lot of places are currently struggling. 

SS Food should be £6-9. Try not to get Pizza as it’s not really a formal food (nothing 

against it though). Make sure to meet various dietary requirements. I think we should assume 

20-30 households, so tell the place it’s unlikely to be more than 30 separate addresses, and we 

can slightly stagger deliveries. 

CA We could organise a Note delivery system, it could be quite fun, even if some of the 

spontanaity is lost.  

 CA to organise food. AG to design a note by Monday 16th November. SS to send AB 

contact and size details. Delivery of cards on the 27th to be sorted by NG (to Viaduct and 

Nevilles Cross), MO (to Claypath & Gilesgate), IN (to Parsons) 

 

 

AOB 

SWC Please make sure to either attend JCR meetings or give apologies (just a quick 

message or email) to MP 

 


